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Web 2.0 by Example [Orl05]

Web 1.0 Web 2.0 
DoubleClick Google AdSense 
Ofoto Flickr 
Akamai BitTorrent 
mp3.com Napster 
Britannica Online Wikipedia 
Personal websites Blogging 
Evite  Upcoming.org and EVDB 
Domain name speculation Search engine optimization 
Page views Cost per click 
Screen scraping Web services 
Publishing  Participation 
Content management systems Wikis 
Directories (taxonomy) Tagging (folksonomy) 
Stickiness Syndication 
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Example: Content Delivery

Akamai: replicate content over a network of 
distributed servers.  Brings content closer to 
users.
BitTorrent and other P2P: each client is also 
a server.  Files are broken into fragments 
and served by multiple locations.
BitTorrent demonstrates a key Web 2.0 
principle: service improves automatically as 
more people use it [Ore05].
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What is Web 2.0?

Tim Berners-Lee (inventor of the Web) referred to 
“Web 2.0” as useless jargon that nobody can 
explain and a set of technology that tries to achieve 
the same thing as Web 1.0 [Cla06].
Web 2.0 relies on technologies that have been 
around for years (HTML, HTTP, JavaScript, etc.)
Marketing buzzword by companies trying to stand 
out in overpopulated and immature markets.
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What is Web 2.0?

It has acquired a meaning according to Paul 
Graham [Gra05].
Ingredients of Web 2.0 according to Graham:

Ajax
Democracy
Don’t maltreat users

Thus, Web 2.0 means using the Web the 
way it was meant to be used.
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What is Web 2.0?

Term coined by Tim O’Reilly to denote a turning 
point in Web applications after the dot-com crash 
[Ore05].

The Web as a platform (Web 2.0 design patterns).
Harnessing collective intelligence.
Importance of owning certain core data.
End of the software release cycle.
Lightweight programming models.
Software above the level of a single device.
Rich user experiences.
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Web 2.0 and Groupware

Definition of Groupware: “Computer-based 
systems that support groups of people 
engaged in a common task (or goal) and that 
provide an interface to a shared 
environment.” [EGR91].
Keep the experiences of Groupware and 
CSCW research in mind when evaluating the 
success of Web 2.0 applications as there is 
much overlap between CSCW and Web 2.0.
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Ajax

“JavaScript now works.” [Gra05]
A combination of:

XHTML and CSS for markup and styling.
A Document Object Model (DOM) for dynamic 
display and interaction with information.
Use of XML as a format for exchanging data.
XMLHttpRequest used for asynchronous data 
exchange.
JavaScript to bind everything above together.
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Document Object Model (DOM)

API for representing a 
document (such as 
HTML or XML 
document).
Allows accessing and 
manipulation various 
elements (such as 
HTML/XML tags) that 
make up the document.
Tree structure. Image Source: www.oracle.com
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XMLHttpRequest

API used to transfer XML or other text data 
to and from a Web server.
Enables JavaScript to make HTTP requests 
without having to reload the page.
Uses HTTP for communication.
Applications that use XMLHttpRequest: 
Google Gmail, Meebo, and Google Maps.
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XMLHttpRequest

Image Source: www.ibm.com
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Ajax Enables Rich User Experiences

Ajax allows for much more interactive user 
interfaces on the Web.
Expect to see Web reimplementations of PC 
applications [Ore05].
Examples: Yahoo’s new e-mail interface 
(Outlook-like functionality), Google 
Documents
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Syndication with RSS and Atom

Atom: XML language for Web feeds.
RSS: family of XML-based Web feed 
formats.
Both formats are used to publish frequently 
updated Web content.
Users may subscribe to a variety of feeds in 
order to get updated headlines and posts:
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Mashups

A website that combines the contents of 
more than one source to provide an 
integrated experience.
Content source: public APIs, Web feeds 
(RSS or Atom), Web services, screen 
scraping
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Mashups

housingmaps.com combines housing listings from 
craigslist with map information from Google Maps.
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Representational State Transfer 
(REST) [BT02]

A collection of architectural principles that attempts 
to minimize latency and network communication 
while maximizing independence and scalability of 
component implementations.
Addresses the observation that performance in 
network-based applications are dominated by 
network communication.
REST served as a design guideline of much of 
modern Web architecture (ex. HTTP/1.0, 
HTTP/1.1).
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REST Principles

Application state and functionality are 
defined as resources.
Resources are addressable using a universal 
syntax.
Resources share a uniform interface for 
transfer of state which is made up of well-
defined operations and content types.
Protocols should be: client/server, stateless, 
cacheable, layered.
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Benefits of REST

Improved response time due to support for 
caching.
Improved server scalability by eliminating the 
need to maintain communication state.
Requires less client-side software 
(everything done through a browser).
No separate resource discovery mechanism 
needed due to use of hyperlinks in content.
Provides long-term compatibility.
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REST vs. RPC

REST is a lightweight programming model 
compared to RPC-based communication.
REST allows for less tightly coupled systems 
than RPC.
REST-based protocols are focused on 
syndicating data outwards and not on what 
happens when the data reaches the other 
end of the connection [Orl05].
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The Importance of Data [Orl05]

Companies are racing to own a certain core class of data. 

Companies that are able to do so may become the single 
source for data if there is a significant cost to create the data 
(ex. maps).

Companies also enhance data (ex. Amazon enhances ISBN 
data with publisher-supplied data such as tables of contents 
and sample material, in addition to user annotations in the 
form of reviews).

Thus, Amazon, not the ISBN registry provider, is the primary 
source for bibliographic data on books.
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End of Software Release Cycle [Orl05]

Dynamic programming languages (Perl, Python, PHP, Ruby) 
are the tool of choice for developers building systems that 
require constant change.

Perpetual Beta: Web 2.0 products and features released on a 
monthly, weekly, or daily basis.

Real-time monitoring of the system to see which features are 
used and how they are used.

Radical departure from previous software development 
cycles.  Flickr deploys new builds up to every half hour!
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Search Engine Marketing

Goal is to increase the visibility of a website in search 
engine results pages.

Search Engine Optimization
Pay-per-click (advertisers bid on keywords that they believe their 
target market would enter into search engines)
Paid inclusion (feed listings into search engines)
Social media optimization (placing ideas in online communities 
in hopes that it spreads virally)
Video search marketing (strategically placing short video clips on 
sites such as YouTube)
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Search Engine Optimization (SEO)

Consider how search algorithms work and 
what people search for.
Fix problems on site that may prevent search 
engines from fully crawling it.
Adding unique content to a site and making 
sure it is easily indexed by search engines.
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White Hat SEO

Intended to produce results that last for a 
long time.
Use techniques that search engines 
recommend as part of good design.
Includes no deception.
Create content for users, then making that 
content accessible to Web crawlers.
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Black Hat SEO

Short term: sites anticipate that they will be 
banned once the search engines find out what 
they’re up to.
Uses techniques that are disapproved by search 
engines in order to improve rankings.
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Term Spamming

Repetition
Dumping unrelated terms
Weaving spam terms into 
content copied from other 
sites (such as news)
Stitching together 
sentences and phrases 
from other sites.

Image Source: [GG05]
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Link Spamming

Creating link structures in 
hopes of boosting importance 
of pages.
Directory cloning: replicating 
the content of well-known 
directories (like DMOZ).
Honey pot: hide spam links on 
page with useful information.
Spam farm: group of sites with 
a link structure that boosts 
ranking.

Image Source: [GG05]
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Anti-Spam Techniques

Source: [GG05]
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Google AdSense

Websites enroll in Google’s 
AdSense program to enable 
advertisements on their site.
Google uses its search 
technology to serve ads based 
on Web content.
Website owners get paid when 
ads are clicked (revenue 
shared with Google).
Websites with more traffic get 
paid more when ads are 
clicked.
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Click Fraud

Websites display lists of ads (from Google and Yahoo) 
and little else.
These sites are part of click-fraud rings, where hundreds 
of thousands of participants are paid to click on ads.
Automatic software “clickbots” are also utilized.
Advertisers pay each time the ad is clicked.
10% - 15% of ad clicks are fake, representing $1 billion 
in annual billings [BE06].
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Collective Intelligence

Taking advantage of collective intelligence is 
a key Web 2.0 concept.

Successful “Web 1.0” companies such as 
Amazon and eBay did this [Orl05].

Web 2.0 applications take this even further 
by allowing users to control the data.
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Wikis

Websites that allow users to add, remove, and edit 
content.
Tool for massive collaborative editing.
Vandalism can be a problem (I once looked up 
“fascism” in Wikipedia and was redirected to the 
page for George W. Bush).
Possible to determine reputation of editors based 
on how well their edits are preserved and flag 
changes made by low-reputation editors [AD07].
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User-Defined Content (Wikipedia)

Perhaps most well-known example of user-
defined content.
Online encyclopedia that can be edited by 
any Web user.
Low barriers to entry.
Radical experiment in trust [Ore05].
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User Participation on Topix

• Editors post news stories on a Topix page for a city or a subject of interest.
• Any user may apply to edit a Topix page. 
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User Participation on Topix

• Users are able to post 
comments in response to 
an article that was
posted in a Topix page.

• Comments may be posted
by both registered and
unregistered users to
encourage participation.
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Participation in Wikipedia

Notion of activity of users transforms as their 
participation increases [BFB05].

Editing what they know -> Building the Wikipedia
Using search to find articles and edit articles that 
have something missing -> Using tools to 
maintain the integrity of a set of articles.
Wikipedia is a collection of articles with random 
people adding information -> Participation makes 
one a member of the Wikipedia community.
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Folksonomy

A user-generated taxonomy used for the 
categorization and retrieval of Web content.

Users use their own terms “tags” to 
categorize content.

Applications: del.icio.us (Web pages) and 
Flickr (photos).
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Advantages of Folksonomies

Non-hierarchical
Low barriers to entry

…when compared with formal taxonomies.
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Disadvantages of Folksonomies 
[GH06]

Polysemy: tagging with words that have many related 
senses (window: hole in wall or the glass?)

Synonymy: multiple words with close meanings

Basic level variation: tag depends with familiarity 
and expertise (tag object as “programming” or “perl”?)
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Collaborative Tagging

Tag: a text label
Resource: a Web 
object (ex. Web pages, 
images, media files).
Resources are tagged 
with 0 or more tags by 
users. Image Source: [Nic07]
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Characterizing Tagging Systems 
[MNBD06]

Tagging rights (Who can tag a resource? Creator? Anyone?)
Tagging support (Blind tagging or suggested tags?)
Aggregation (Duplicate tags from different users allowed?)
Type of object (What’s being tagged?  Web pages, images, 
videos?)
Source of object (Users? System? Anything?)
Resource connectivity (Resources linked together 
independent of tags?)
Social connectivity (Users in the system linked together?)
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Collaborative Tagging (del.icio.us)

Social bookmarking.
Tag resources to bookmark them for yourself.
Bookmarks shared with other del.icio.us users.
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Social Bookmarking in del.icio.us 
[GH06]

It is expected that the combination of the varying 
tag collections of users, individual preferences, and 
a large number of users would yield a chaotic 
pattern of tags.
In fact, there are stable patterns: a nascent 
consensus forms after a relatively small number of 
bookmarks of a resource (fewer than 100 tags).
Constitutes a “social proof.” 
Commonly used tags and more personal tags 
coexist.
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Types of Tags in del.icio.us [GH06]

Identifying topic of item (what it is about).
Identifying what an item is.
Identifying the owner of the item.
Refining categories (tags that do not stand alone, 
like numbers).
Characteristics (tags such as funny).
Self reference (such as mystuff).
Task organizing (such as toread or jobsearch).
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Motivations for Tagging

Social dimensions of 
tagging: Self and 
Social
Functional 
dimensions of 
tagging: Organization 
and Communication

Image Source: [AN07]
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Motivations for Tagging in del.icio.us

Self: organize bookmarks using tags created by the 
user which can be retrieved from any computer.
Social:

Attract attention with common tags or express opinions 
about a particular Web object [MNBD06].
Even without a social motivation, other users benefit when 
many people use del.icio.us to organize their own 
bookmarks.

Succeeds in overcoming the “work vs. benefit 
disparity” [Gru94]: del.icio.us succeeds because it 
doesn’t require additional work from people who do 
not directly benefit from using the system.
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Tag Spam

Misleading tags generate to increase 
visibility of certain resources.
Example: homemade videos on YouTube 
tagged with names of popular movies or TV 
shows.
Develop a models of good users and 
targeted attacks, and develop a method of 
ranking documents matching a tag based on 
tagger’s reliability [KEGH+07].
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Feedback Systems

Made popular by eBay user feedback and 
Amazon product reviews.

University of Michigan study shows that 
feedback scores generated a collection of 
unrelated people matters [New07].

Digg: users submit articles that make it to 
Digg’s front page if they get enough votes.
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Crowdhacking [New07]

Buddy System: users organize into groups to 
vote up stories on Digg.
Geek Baiting: companies publish geek-friendly 
articles that have nothing to do with their business 
to drive traffic to an ad-filled Website thru Digg.
Network for Hire: recruit networks of Digg users 
willing to sell their vote.
Pump-and-Chump: build up a high reputation on 
eBay selling inexpensive items and defraud 
customers on expensive items.
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Online Communities
Social Networks
Blogs

Image Source:
http://xkcd.com/c256.html
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Social Networks

First studied by social scientists to 
understand patterns of relationships between 
people.
Two types of online social networks [YD06]:

Egocentric: each user has personal social 
network perspective.
Aggregate: a single social network capturing 
relationships of an entire group.
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Characteristics of Typical Social 
Networks

Users create a profile of themselves.
Add other users who are registered with the site as 
“friends.” 
Users try to collect as many “friends” as possible, so it’s 
common to receive “friend requests” from people they 
don’t know.
Some mechanism to leave messages to friends or even 
other users.
Ability to create groups based on interest.
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Motivations for Participation in Social 
Networks

Keep in touch with people when you don’t 
have anything substantial to say to them.

Meet new people (friends, dating, etc.).

Express interests and personal information 
through a public (or semi-public) profile.
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Privacy Issues with Social Networks

People don’t always realize the information they put 
online is public.
Potential employers sometimes search social networks 
for information.
How people want to represent themselves to their 
friends isn’t always how they want to represent 
themselves in general.
Possibility of stalking and harassment on social 
networks.
Controversy over newsfeed on Facebook made many 
people aware of the privacy issues.
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Communication Issues with Social 
Networks

How will the way people build and maintain social 
relationships be affected?

New technologies change the way communicate and 
also affect older methods of communication.

Are forms of communication designed for commercial 
appeal as good as traditional communication?
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Communication Issues with Social 
Networks

Profiles designed to 
attract as many people 
as possible.
Are people replaceable?
Can we demonstrate 
commitment through 
social networks and not 
depend on friends to 
constantly amuse us?
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Web Logs (Blogs)

Entries in chronological 
order.
Commentary on news, 
politics, random topics, 
or online diary.
Can be integrated with 
social networks.
Allows readers to 
comment on a blog 
entry.

Blog: www.skrenta.com
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Blog Terms

Permalink: URL pointing to a particular blog 
entry.  Makes it easy for others to cite a 
specific entry on a blog.

Trackback: Enables authors to keep track of 
who is linking to their entries.
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How Trackback Works

User A posts a blog entry that links User B’s blog 
entry.
Server hosting User A’s entry extracts link to User 
B’s post and send notification to server hosting 
User B’s entry using HTTP POST.

Information sent:
Linking site name
Linking post title
Linking post excerpt
Linking post URL
Linking post ID number
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Motivations for Blogging [NSGS04]

“Document my life.”
Commentary (expression of opinions).
Outlet for thoughts and feelings (ranting to 
strangers).
Muse (thinking by writing, testing ideas by 
writing them for an audience).
Community forum.
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Geographic Distribution of Bloggers

Distribution of bloggers 
on Livejournal in Feb. 
2004.

Image source: [KNRT04]
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Age Groups and Interests of Bloggers

Percentage of 
bloggers in different 
age groups on 
Livejournal.
Representative 
interests of each age 
group.
People create blogs 
for their children (1-3 
age group).

Source: [KNRT04]
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Social Network of Bloggers on 
Livejournal

Friends are clustered tightly.

Clustering coefficient of 0.2 
(20% of the time, two friends of 
the same blogger are friends 
themselves) [KNRT04].

Friends are clustered together 
based on location, age, and 
sharing the same interests. Source: [KNRT04]
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Effect of Blogs on Web Crawlers

Studies of the Web graph exhibit “small world” features 
and properties such as distribution of site sizes and 
distribution of hyperlinks on pages follow the Power Law 
[ENMP+04].

Algorithms such as PageRank utilize these findings to 
rank Web pages [BP98].

What effect do blogs have on the Web graph?
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Effect of Blogs on Web Crawlers

Inter-site links for homepages (blog and non-blog).  
Power Law is less pronounced than that for just 
non-blog homepages [ENMP+04].
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Effect of Blogs on Web Crawlers

Power Law no longer exists in inter-site link distribution on blogs 
homepages [ENMP+04].
Will have an effect on Web crawlers and ranking algorithms if blogs 
rise as a proportion of all Web pages, as expected.
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Looking Ahead…

What will “Web 3.0” look like?
The Web as a Database: the Web will be made 
up of structured XML-based data records that can be 
queried with languages such as SPARQL.

Artificial Intelligence: AI will be able to reason 
about the Web in a human-like fashion.

The Semantic Web?
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The Semantic Web Vision

Tim Berners-Lee et al. [BHL01].
World Wide Web was developed as a medium of 
documents for people.
The Semantic Web will add metadata targeted at 
computers.
Computers will find the meaning of semantic data 
by following hyperlinks to definitions and rules.
Computers use definitions and rules to reason 
about them logically.
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The Semantic Web Vision

Overcome the problems of search engines:
Too many irrelevant results returned.
Important results may not be returned.
Search results are highly sensitive to vocabulary.
Results are single Web pages, if the information we need 
is spread over several pages we must extract the partial 
information from each page and put it together.

Better information retrieval achieved through 
meaning of Web content that is machine-
accessible.
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The Semantic Web Vision

Knowledge Management on the Semantic 
Web:

Knowledge organized into conceptual spaces 
according to its meaning.
Keyword-based search will be replaced by query-
answering.
Query-answering over several documents will be 
supported.
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The Semantic Web Vision

Scenario from [BHL01]:
Lucy and Pete need to schedule physical therapy appointments 
for their mother.
Lucy’s Semantic Web agent retrieves information about her 
mom’s prescribed treatment and looks up a list of providers that
are within her mom’s insurance plan and within a 20 mile radius 
from her home.
Lucy’s Semantic Web agent tries to find a match between Pete 
and Lucy’s schedules and available appointment times.
Pete doesn’t like the first appointment returned, the hospital is 
across town and he would be driving during rush hour.  His 
Semantic Web agent tries to schedule another time using stricter
preferences about location and time.
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Semantic Web Components

Metadata: captures the meaning of Web content in a 
machine-readable format (RDF).

Ontologies: formal model of knowledge defining the 
relationships between concepts and logical rules for 
reasoning about them.

Agents: software that runs without constant human-
supervision to accomplish goals provided by the user.
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Ontology Engineering Issues [Yan07]

Construction: building ontologies is difficult, time-consuming, 
and expensive, especially if they’re designed to support the 
inferencing in the Semantic Web vision.

Mapping and Merging: Semantic Web will be made up 
of a great number of small ontologies created in an anarchic 
manner.  Need to map concepts from different ontologies.

Evaluation: few widely used techniques to compare and 
evaluate ontologies.
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Is Formality Harmful?

Groupware research has revealed some problems 
with formal representations [SM99]:

Cognitive overhead with adding formalized information.
Tacit knowledge not represented.
Enforcing premature structure due to incomplete 
understanding.
Situated nature of knowledge means formalism 
appropriate for one task may not be suitable for a similar 
task.
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How Groupware Fails

Groupware may fail if [Gru94]:
Disparity in work and benefit.
Disruption of social processes.
Lack the “critical mass” of users required to make 
it useful due to high barriers to entry.

Similar rules will apply to the formalism 
required for the Semantic Web.
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Ontologies are Overrated?

Ontologies don’t work well when [Shi05]:
Large corpus that is ill-defined.
Unstable and unrestricted entities.
No formal categories.
Uncoordinated and amateur users.
Naïve catalogers.
No authority.

Ontologies work well in certain domains, as 
in bio-ontologies [Yan07].
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Metacrap?

Some problems with metadata [Doc01]:
People lie (metadata with false information).
People are lazy (barriers to adding metadata).
People are stupid (lack of care in metadata 
creation).
More than one way to describe something.

Observational metadata (metadata extracted 
from Web structure and content) is more 
reliable? 
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Web 2.0 and the Semantic Web

Web 2.0 and the Semantic Web are 
commonly seen as competing visions.

Can the two visions complement each other?
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Web 2.0 and the Semantic Web

The “two cultures” are compatible [AKTV07]:
Semantic Web needs to move away from an 
overly machine-centered approach and can draw 
insights from the community-centered approach 
of Web 2.0 in order to take hold.
Semantic Web technologies can enhance Web 
2.0 applications by improving data interchange, 
data distribution, and facilitating creative reuse of 
data.
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Web 2.0 and the Semantic Web

Social bookmarking systems could benefit from a 
Semantic Web trust network ontology so that users can 
search for information based on a social notion of trust 
[YD06].

Established ontologies may be enriched with methods 
for finding emerging ontologies in social bookmarking 
systems that reflect community dynamics and contain 
new phrases used by a community [Mik05].
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Microformats: On the way to the 
Semantic Web?

Encoding semi-structured information into XHTML.

Using existing XHTML elements and a class-
attribute system to make it easier to describe 
people, places, events, and other common types of 
semi-structured information [Kha06].

Bloggers are intended users.

Expected to be natively supported by Firefox 
version 3 and Internet Explorer 8.
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Why Microformats?

There is already an RDF-based format (FOAF) for 
describing people in social networks that can be used 
by bloggers.

XHTML Friends Network is weaker than FOAF, but can 
be used by anyone with knowledge of HTML, while 
FOAF is still too complex with most blogging tools 
[Kha06].

Semantics added by microformats still allows computer 
programs to extract meaning from Web pages marked 
up with microformats.
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Microformat Example

An event in microformatted 
XHTML.

Class names come from 
the vCalendar standard.

Source: [KC06]
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Thank You

Questions?
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